
5 Secrets on How
to Save Time &
Money with
Fleet Tracking
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The benefits of fleet trackers are
well established. However, many
people are still unaware of the
hidden time and money saving
solutions.

In fact, digital fleet trackers save
businesses up to 60% of the time
spent on fleet management. They
also reduce costs by up to 15%,
adding up to big savings over time.

While there is an initial
investment, GPS trackers pay for
themselves in the long run.

If you are serious about reducing time
and money spent on fleet
management, you need to know
these 5 secrets.



Fuel is the second-highest fleet cost and accounts for 20% of the total
cost of fleet vehicle ownership. Did you know that digital fleet tracking
gives you the tools to reduce your fuel consumption, without creating
extra work for you?

 
Tracking your routes allows you to clearly see where improvements can
be made. Finally, you can eliminate overlaps and idling once and for all.

The average fleet reports a decrease in total mileage of 10%
after installing fleet management software.

As we’ll touch on later, fleet trackers also reduce unfair vehicle use, so
you can cut back on mileage and petrol costs.

1. Cut Down on Petrol
Costs



Tens of thousands of vans are stolen in the UK every year. Companies
with fleets spend a staggering £16,000 annually on theft-related
expenses. And that’s not to mention the hassle and wasted time.

Fleet Geo warns you of suspicious activity and shows where your
fleet vehicles are at all times.

Fleet Geo allows you to create a Timefence based on your fleet’s working
hours and a Geofence around the parameter of your offices. The Vimcar
app then notifies you when a vehicle unexpectedly leaves the office
outside of business hours, so you can quickly take action.

For added peace of mind, you can also track any expensive assets your
vehicles may be carrying. Having the tools to quickly respond to unusual
activity and protect high-cost deliveries saves you headaches down the
road.

2. Protect Your Fleet
From Theft



Employees misusing company vehicles for personal use is all too
common.  However, there is a solution. Digital fleet trackers are a
powerful accountability tool that help you ensure your vehicles are
always where they should be.
 
Geofences and Timefences don’t just prevent theft. By alerting
managers of unusual activity, they also mitigate abuse of
company vehicles by employees. Plus, drivers who know they are
being tracked make more responsible decisions.
 
Fleet Geo user Allun Wright, Company Founder of Wright’s Security
Services, says, “We were dealing with vehicle misuse within our fleet.
That’s now been solved! Fleet Geo allowed me to monitor drivers’
speeds and distances: I can see if there have been any discrepancies
with employees logging in their working times.”
 
Through tracking your fleet, you also effortlessly reduce
unnecessary fuel costs from excessive personal mileage.

3. Minimise Unfair
Vehicle Use



Tracking and optimising your routes has many perks beyond saving
petrol. The less route overlap, the more customers you can serve and
the higher your revenue. 

Effective appointment management also reduces delivery delays and
client frustration.

Coordinating appointments without fleet trackers makes it
difficult to estimate arrival times. But with Fleet Geo, you can
easily see where your drivers are and provide accurate arrival
times. No more waiting around for clients or drivers!

Plus, with our accurate data tracking, you can easily demonstrate proof
of delivery or attempted delivery. 

For more information on how Fleet Geo can transform your customer
appointment management, check out our case study here.

4. Save Time With
Customer Appointments

https://youtu.be/Bjz7EnnBvYg


Fleet Geo indicates the vehicle model, so it’s easy to determine the right
vehicle and driver for your cargo. Set up a screen in your office with your
vehicles’ locations, and at a glance you have an overview of your fleet.

Live vehicle tracking lets you quickly identify the closest vehicle
to customer appointments, taking the guesswork out of
dispatching. 

For last-minute appointments, being able to see your vehicles’ locations
in real-time can make or break a delivery. Over time, this builds
customer trust and boosts your company reputation.

5. Send the Right/Closest Driver
to Customer Appointments
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Fleet trackers
are proven to
increase fleet
productivity by
up to 30%.

Whether it is preventing vehicle theft
and misuse, reducing petrol costs, or
better managing customer
appointments, businesses cannot
afford to miss out. And with savings
of up to £5,000, going digital is well
worth the investment.

To learn how Fleet Geo can help your
company become more profitable,
contact our customer service team
today.



Have any further questions?
We will gladly help you!

Our fleet experts will be happy to
support you – from non-binding
initial consultation to general
fleet management support –
Vimcar cares about your fleet

fleet@vimcar.co.uk
vimcar.co.uk
+44 2087 050536


